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SOUTH READING, MASSACHUSETTS.

All Hail! to the Land, which gave me my birth, The happiest land there is on the earth; Where
freedom and knowledge together are found, And pleasures uncounted exist all around.

All Hail! to the State, whose bright fame and glory Adorn every leaf of our National story; Which first
spilt her blood, as well as her tea, In defense of the fair liberty tree.

All Hail! to the Town, which myself was bred in, Which bears the musical name of South Reading; The
pleasantest place, with regard to location, To be found any where throughout the whole nation.

Two neat spacious Churches, with glittering spires, Whose tops are seen sparkling with Heaven's
bright fires, Proclaim to the world the solemn regard The people all feel for the worship of God.

Here also is seen, in yonder small mount, An elegant House, wherein is a fount, From which issue
forth, in abundant profusion, The rich honeyed streams of a fair education.

The next thing of note which comes to our view, Is the old centre School-house, part old and part
new, A black shapeless old mass, much more fitting For blacksmiths and tinkers than schools and
town meetings.

The next thing in course, which attention doth summon, Is the level and large elegant Common,
Adorned in summer with carpets of green, Where soldiers and children and cattle are seen.

The last though not least thing, which now I shall name, Is South Reading Pond, long well known to
fame, On whose surface in summer there may be seen The white sails of the sloop unfurled to the
wind:

Where the fisherman finds reward for his toil And the duck hunter's boat is loaded with spoil; Its
shores exhibit a scenery so rare That scarcely Nahant can with it compare.

These are some of the things, though only a part, Which render South Reading so dear to my heart,
And as your patience is doubtless expended, I'll stop where I am—so my story is ended.
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